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Winter 2015/2016

On New Ground

Again, as with our prior issue of Dreamstreets #51, we are where
we didn’t expect to be with Dreamstreets #52.
First let’s declare Dreamstreets #51 a huge success, thanks
largely to the involvement of The Delaware Art Museum. Dreamstreets #51, with a press run of 1500 copies, was the highest of any
of our previous issues. All but a relative handful is gone. Many
positive comments were also received as well. In the greater context for Dreamstreets #51, is that the Delaware Art Museum’s Dream
Streets: Art in Wilmington 1970 – 1990 exhibit was a smashing success. According to Margaret Winslow, the Curator for the exhibit, it
outpaced any previous ones. Without the Delaware Art Museum’s
impetus, there would have never been a Dreamstreets #51, let alone
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Dreamstreets #52. There are smiles all around.
Dreamstreets has always tried new things, from embarking on differing press media techniques
and styles, to broadcasting on radio, and even dipping into television. With Dreamstreets #52, we
embark again into a new technology, one with advantages and disadvantages. In one case, we save
the life of a tree while cutting the cost of printing. In another case, our circulation is more passive than
active. Dreamstreets #52 won’t be found at your bookstore, library free rack, or coffee shop. Our circulation will depend on other means, and the archival possibilities are a little uncertain. However, you
may print your own copy. The number of copies that are made can be limitless. You can send copies
to online friends anywhere, and we encourage you to do so.
Within the current issue of Dreamstreets #52 are examples of poetry that didn’t make it into
Dreamstreets #51, poems from Phillip Bannowsky, Robert Bohm, Douglas Morea, Gemelle John, Maggie Rowe, Kito Shani, George Stewart, and Marian Lewis. We also have new poetry from Brian Russell, Douglas Morea, Arabella Bianco, and e. jean lanyon in the current issue.
An entire section on the poetry and artwork of William D. White, who was one of Wilmington’s most important though largely unknown artists of the 20th century, that didn’t get into the last
issue is here. Thanks to local artist Nancy Carol Willis’ endearing and persevering pursuit of White’s
legacy, we intend to continue display aspects of White’s work in future issues of Dreamstreets. In addition, you will find examples of Willis’ own art in the current issue, as well as a provocative prose
piece from her.
Nancy Carol Willis is no stranger to Dreamstreets. She has illustrated several covers of past issues. Roldan West, a very talented artist from Wilmington whose work also appeared in Dreamstreets
#51 and who provided the cover for Dreamstreets #39, has provided the cover art for this issue. We are
also publishing, for the first time in Dreamstreets, several pieces of very original art from local artist
Elby Rogers. Rogers is a very prolific artist, so don’t be surprised to see more of his work here.
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And finally, regarding prose fiction: besides the recurring publication of prose from myself
and Franetta McMillian, who also has some visual art in this issue, you will find an example of gritty
prose fiction from Wilmington writer Patrice Gibbs.
So, here we are, an issue for the winter season of 2015/2016. Our plan is to appear every six
months, which means we’re hoping to again appear from cyberspace around June 2016 with some
of those you would expect to find in Dreamstreets, along with new visions and voices, and more. In
the meantime, the current issue of Dreamstreets #52 will have to suffice. We hope you enjoy, and are
provoked and enlightened by, our current issue as you click through its pages.
–– Steven Leech

Maggie Rowe
An Aging Politician And The Hearts Of Finches
You’re very like a finch in winter, red and full of zest.
Your weathered coat protects you from the blight of cold,
this scouring wind that empties valleys with its breath
and tosses even titan pines
most swaggeringly adorned with their weight of snow
while silent birds sit puffed and patient under them;
while still, beneath the brutal rind of ice,
sap holds sweet in the packets and parcels of its cells.
Thus I see how your hopes stay liquid,
know how hearts of finches hold their blood
though the air be chill and the woods so very bleak.
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Phillip Bannowsky
2007: Falling, Burning, Drowning
Physical pain amounting to torture must be equivalent in intensity to the pain accompanying serious
physical injury, such as organ failure, impairment of bodily function, or even death. —Jay S. Bybee,
“Memorandum for Alberto R. Gonzales, Counsel to the President, Re: Standards of Conduct
for Interrogations under 18 U. S. C. §§ 2340-2340A.” U.S. Department of Justice. Office of Legal Counsel. Office of the Assistant Attorney General. In FindLaw.
There is no pain in falling, just as, sometimes,
there is no answer to a question.
Scale the sky’s blue dome
on the narrow path that skirts
the stone summit of Imbabura. Far below,
the town is a crumpled map.
When a pebble gives way, your
hand grasps at air
before you can think or pray.
A prisoner, suspended by tethered wrists,
the pulsing helicopter roaring in his head, his countryside
sideways in the open bay, tells all.
We retreat from open windows
above the plunging cityscapes,
even when chased by fire,
for no one wants to fall
any more than burn or drown.
They know everything about me but my innocence:
Turn me backward on a slab,
an acrid ocean displaces air;
my throat reaches for an answer not there:
Where’d you get that Arab name? Your passport: why’d you sell it?
Why carve chickens in Delaware? Why sell drugs? Donuts?
The Palestinian was Hamas, right?
Mrs. Haddad, Hezbollah. Why do you hate the Jews?
I don’t know where, why, or if; only
put me on my feet and give me air, air, air!
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Brian Russell
Home

The search for each other
Smokey streets
Catch, screw, and eat.

Band practice

The motorcycle riders
Must keep lower
Further down
They skate earth’s yellow.
In embalms lava

John F. Kennedy dies
The men take off their hats
For all time.
Poets and lovers are drafted
And like hurt wind
Fell on grass.
They shook and shaked on beaches
For flat girls in their wallets
The war arrives
In square black and white pictures
Daddy’s draft card
Heaves out of my chest
A little black cloud
Holding my trumpet

The churches are closed
Covered with black soot
Fences barbed
A rusty no parking sign
The sun glares
Turns burnt skin to smoke
Smoke that poisons food
Streetlamps shine shadows
No one can find footfall
Feet sink into crags of sidewalks
The trees are frozen still
No breeze.
Love
I love I love I love
The train appears
Takes me home
Bees tricked by a color
Shouldn’t try the grave’s plastic flower
But when she hugged me
And kissed my neck
My feet found soft grass
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Christmas at Collinswood
by Steven Leech

I woke. It was into a cliché like in the movies or on television. My eyes opened to the
blurry image of a woman’s face. As the image cleared I was struck by her attractiveness. Even in
the clarity of cliché, I refrained from uttering those first words, “I must be in heaven.”
Her’s were those first words:
“Welcome back Mr. Lucas. We thought we lost you.”
She smiled. Thoughts of heaven visited me, but I realized I was in the hospital. I groaned
as if to ask for the rest of the story.
“I’m Dr. Hoffman,” she said. “You’ve been in a coma for the past four days.”
I began to remember, not what put me here but where I’d been.
I came home from the war. I’d been sent to Okinawa after it had been captured. The unit
I’d been assigned to was to be part of the invasion of Japan. Then the war ended. After that I
came home in a celebratory mood and not ready to resume a normal life.
After a few years of being away from home I found a changed world. Change and celebration did not mix well for me. I went on a long binge and hit bottom, which I found in four days
of coma in a hospital room.
I awoke on December 22, 1945. I remember the date because that was the day the newspapers declared the sudden death of General Patton in an automobile accident.
Dr. Hoffman must have taken a liking to me, or at least felt some sympathy toward my
situation during the Christmas season. As we talked I realized there might have been considerations besides mine. While she had some family up in the Boston area, she was stuck alone in
New York City at the hospital and to her obligations to the New York School of Medicine.
Those first few days out of the hospital were a bit wobbly for me. It was that first postwar
Christmas. We commiserated with each other and joined forces. She insisted I call her Julia so I
told her to call me Mark.
The city glittered. We had lunch at Horn & Hardart, went window-shopping, visited
Macy’s and enjoyed all the Bing Crosby and Judy Garland music that seeped out into the streets.
The holiday music made me feel how much I missed being home, and finally sober it filled me
with aching happiness. Julia being there made it better for me. As she drew close her perfume
mingled with the occasional scents of evergreen and Christmas spices. Every Christmas since,
when I smell those scents, I still think of her. Her face grew more familiar to me; her subtly
pointy high cheekbones and her elegantly long jaw would give me an impression that she always
kept her chin up.
“Keep your chin up, kid. Things will always get better.”
I had some healthy benefits coming to me from the G.I. Bill that I hadn’t used. After I
spent a platonic Christmas Eve to St. Stephen’s Day at her apartment, she found a ground floor
apartment in a building up in the west 70s. The building even had a doorman. Pretty good for a
kid from Yonkers.
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Sometime after the beginning of the new year of 1946, Julia got a residency at Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston. We promised we’d write to one another. We exchanged a few letters
but our correspondence dried up. Julia had suggested she was getting very busy, and I was getting
bogged down with class work at Hunter College. But Julia never left my thoughts. I always missed
her. I fooled myself into thinking it was only because she had helped me get on my feet.
Not long after, new neighbors took the apartments upstairs. Over time I got to know them.
First to move in was a couple of show biz veterans. He was an old hoofer and later stage manager
named Fred Mertz. His wife was a former song and dance gal named Ethel. I had the impression Fred
and Ethel had helped a younger fellow named Ricky Ricardo find and move into the other apartment
with Lucy, his new wife. Ricky had formed the house band at the Tropicana, a club in downtown
Manhattan. Lucy, who reminded me of a dizzyand high strung red head I once knew in high school,
and Ethel became the best of friends and had time to cook up all kinds of schemes to make life interesting. Ricky seemed very busy with his musical duties at the Tropicana, which led Fred and me to
get to know each other better.
My studies at Hunter were generally in the arts. I guess the brutality of the war made me, a
sensitive kid to begin with, want to seek out the gentler side of life. Otherwise, I was a young man
still searching to make some sense of it all and find some direction in my life.
To make a long story short, Fred used his connections to help find me a job in the local theaters
as a stagehand. It was just in the nick of time because my G. I. benefits were running out.
Even though the work was steady, and I had no nightlife, it didn’t pay well enough to comfortably keep my apartment in the building with the Mertz’ and Ricardo’s. I moved to a rather modest
apartment building at 358 Chauncey Street in Brooklyn. Again I was on the ground floor. Upstairs
lived a couple, Ralph and Alice. He was a bus driver and she was a patient and tolerant housewife.
She had to be because he always seemed to trying her patience. They seemed to always be arguing.
Mostly it was Ralph I heard hollering.
“Zoom! To the moon!“ seemed to be his constant refrain. I never knew what he meant by it.
Alice’s nearest friend lived up on the third floor. Her name was Trixie and she was married
to a daffy guy named Ed, who worked for the New York City Sewer Department. I never knew why
Ralph kept calling him by his last name; otherwise I might never know their last name was Norton.
I never got to know Ralph and Alice Kramden except in passing. Ralph was too moody for my
sensibilities. I was getting busier with work, which consumed my evenings and weekends. I even got
a job once on television on the set of Studio One. I was able to gather a nice little nest egg of savings
and moved one more time to a nice apartment in Queens.
I still had time to occasionally think about Julia. I tried to write her a letter once, but it came
back marked, “address unknown.”
Just as I was given the opportunity to feel lonely, due in part to having lost contact with Julia and on the easing up of my workload, I ran into Fred Mertz again. I ran into him and Ethel in a
lounge in midtown Manhattan. I think they were celebrating the anniversary of his retirement. A
younger friend of his was with him, but a friend who was a little older than me. His name was Buddy
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Sorrell who worked as a writer on the Alan Brady Show. Buddy was a very funny guy. After all he
wrote comedy.
During the encounter Fred asked how I’d been. I responded that I was doing okay but I was
getting lonely. I pointed to working hard in a big city.
“I got just the gal for you,” Buddy blurted.
The circumstances were just right for me. The Alan Brady Show was televised Saturday night,
which meant that, except for the loose ends that might need to be tied up Saturday morning, the writers had Sunday and Monday off when many of the theaters are dark. That’s how Sally Rogers, one of
the writers for The Alan Brady Show, and I got together.
Sally, who was a few years older than me, was a seasoned veteran in the biz, had a bit of an
over bite, was funny with an edge of despair and neediness to it, and when we had the time really
screwed like crazy. After a while our affair soured a bit. We just couldn’t dig deeper into ourselves. It
was if Sally built a wall of wisecracks around her, funny as they were. She kind of became two dimensional, not like on paper but more like behind glass so that everything on the outside of her only
reflected back on you. Together, however, Sally and Buddy really cracked up their head writer, Rob
Petrie, who I met once over drinks. Petrie didn’t get out as much. He was a family man up in New
Rochelle.
As I began to see Sally less and less, life returned to its doldrums. I’d watch television a little
in the afternoon before going to work. Nearly twenty years after I woke from that coma I kept feeling
like I had returned to the same place even though events had brought me to the year 1966. It was then
that Julia Hoffman entered my life again.
While many at work, particularly the women but a few of the men, gossiped about what was
happening Oakdale, or Monticello, or Pine Valley, I was secretly following what was going on in Collinsport soon after Victoria Winters arrived at the Collinswood estate, employed as a governess on
behalf of David Collins, Roger Collins’ troubled son. Roger’s sister Elizabeth Stoddard, and her teenage daughter Caroline also lived at Collinswood.
Roger Collins had occasionally shown his presence on business in Collinsport, a sleepy fishing
village on Maine’s coastline, once an entry point for importation and source of the Collins’ pedigree.
The Collins family now residing on the town’s periphery became a source of idle talk in the neighborhood. No one had seen Elizabeth Stoddard in years. The Collins fortune still enabled Mrs. Stoddard
to send her daughter and nephew to boarding schools nearby. In 1966 Caroline had graduated and
David had grown troublesome. The appearance of two interlopers, Victoria Winters and Barnabas
Collins, a mysterious long lost cousin from abroad, meant a change in the household’s old routine.
I remember the coma. I always wonder where my conscious or dreaming mind went those
four days. They are days totally lost. They pale to the corpse who became conscious after 130 years.
And Julia found a patient who had that ancient disease, now resurrected, animate and with a thirst
that hungers. The hot topic in Collinsport where those vicious animal attacks. Julia knew she could
stop them only if she could get to Barnabas.
I cannot grasp the dark idea that, zombielike, Barnabas Collins had heard the coffin lid close
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after Josette had cursed him a century before. Barnabas opened his eyes to pitch darkness. His ears
heard only dead silence. He expected to be rescued even though he might be relegated to a life of
slavery afterwards, the fate of zombies. It never happened to anyone else he knew, but now the entire
family would be cursed.
Barnabas there in the dark, the weight of passing time disappeared into only consciousness.
All the reviews of his former living existence and their consequences had been exhausted, finite and
used-up finally, miniscule in the overwhelming presence of mere consciousness. His only thought
left was of Josette. For twenty-five years was it? For fifty, or seventy-five years? It no longer mattered.
Barnabas was fully possessed. Josette had locked him away while she became aged, then dead, then
reborn as an unsuspecting child somewhere, that locket lost in junk, then with the trash. In the amnesia of incarnation Barnabas, now nearly without his own irrelevant name, had now become forever.
Then came that day when Willie Loomis pried open his coffin.
The blast of light hit the opened eyes that Barnabas had long forgotten he had. A sudden pulse
of movement, hunger and obsession had exploded from the numbness of his body against the glare of
both light and life. Barnabas reached for it. He had grabbed Willie Loomis’ throat.
The Blue Whale, Collinsport’s lone tavern was lost in gray intonation. In an atmosphere of
stale beer spiked with the smell of the North Atlantic salt air mixed with the slight rankness of chum
and bilge water Dr. Julia Hoffman arrived on Christmas Eve to meet with Willie Loomis. Willie, a
drifter, had become Barnabas’ handyman and errand boy. Dr. Hoffman wrote the formal order for
some lab supplies and several quarts of blood that Willie would procure from sources in Boston.
After they left The Blue Whale, Julia rode in a sleigh heading for Collinswood. Heavy snow
had fallen early that year. Barnabas had ordered the horse drawn sleigh, partly out of what his cousins considered his propensity for sentimental gestures. Actually, a horse drawn sleigh is better for
traveling in deep snow. Knowing that Barnabas would join the gathering after the Collins household
had enjoyed Christmas Eve dinner, she had planned her arrival time with his.
Julia, in a pensive reverie looked through the slowly passing woodland in the dark of night
and smile slightly. Might she be thinking of me? No, she thinks of Barnabas.
The horse’s rigging jangled, mixed with the timbre of bells. She has calming notions of roasting
chestnuts, the smell of coffee and evergreens wafting through the air of a bright Christmas morning.
Just before the sleigh arrived at the Collinswood mansion snow began to fall again. One flake
landed on one of Julia’s long eyelashes. The damp cold had begun to penetrate the fur collar around
her neck and the heavy quilt blanket covering her legs, which she cast aside while disembarking.
The heavy front door of carved wood with heavy knocker is familiar. As The sleigh moved
away accented by a few subtle equine snorts. Julia moved toward the door to manage its knocker.
Roger Collins opened the door. Elizabeth and Caroline have followed right behind him with
Victoria Winters hanging back. David had spilt gravy on his necktie and had been sent to his room to
get a new one. Seasons’ greeting were cursorily exchanged before Julia asks, “Has Barnabas arrived
yet?”
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Barnabas had not yet arrived from the old house that he had renovated nearby at Widow’s
Hill. Julia already knew why Barnabas decided not to dine at Collinswood. It never occurred to
Roger, Elizabeth or Caroline why Barnabas preferred to dine alone. Just the old fashion habits of a
sentimental aristocrat, they surmised, and accepted Barnabas’ peculiar behavior.
In recent months, Barnabas and Victoria Winters had acted to lift the Collins inner circle from
their generational doldrums, as well as to stir the gothic pot by rattling the skeletons in the Collins
closets. First it had been the housewarming costume party Barnabas staged after renovations were
completed at Widow’s Hill. The party had gone fairly well in spite of Roger’s folly to hold a séance,
to which Barnabas had objected, coupled with the strange consequences that followed. The Christmas
gathering had been Victoria’s idea.
For the first time in memory, a fresh fir tree was cut from the Collins property to stand in the
library. Victoria had found the finely spun glass antique ornaments in one of the few unsealed rooms
of the Collins mansion.
Dinner had been shared with Roger, Elizabeth, Caroline, David and Victoria. Barnabas had
not arrived and no one waited. David had been allowed to open one of his gifts on Christmas Eve, an
ornately carved pencil box. Caroline received a dainty wristwatch as her single Christmas Eve’s present.
Barnabas Collins arrived. He appeared slightly imperious and decked out with cloak and
ornate cane. Right away I understand how Julia’s feelings had grown about Barnabas. They are her
secret.
Drinks were offered. Most shared eggnog, an old Collins family recipe. Barnabas, not able to
digest protein and lactose, preferred cognac. Most telling among gifts exchanged by the adults were
those that conveyed a mixture of clumsy misunderstanding and extravagance. Elizabeth gives Barnabas some fine silk neckties. Believing that Barnabas, as part of his peculiar behavior, enjoyed ornate
music boxes received one from Roger. It was designed like a carousel accompanied by a Chopin sonata. Barnabas hated Chopin. To his musical taste he considered Chopin as too cheerful. Roger hadn’t
a clue. The music of only one old music box was Barnabas’ only link to Josette, who was either moldering in a grave somewhere or in that very room, alive with smothering amnesia.
Barnabas had brought only two gifts. One had already been delivered earlier in the day to be
opened upon his arrival. It was for the Collinswood household, a completely furnished dollhouse
replica of his refurbished house at Widow’s Hill. His gift for Victoria Winters was smaller but no less
impressive. It had been no secret to Roger and Elizabeth that Barnabas was a bit taken by Victoria. If
Roger had been prone to folly, that made it that much easier to accept that Barnabas might be prone
to foolishness.
When Victoria opened the gift she was overwhelmed. It was an 1820 Taylor & Hessey’s London edition of Keats’ Lamia, The Eve of St. Agnes and other Poems.
“Oh Barnabas,” Victoria cried, “it’s so . . . “
“It was Josette’s favorites,” interjected Barnabas smiling.
Dr. Julia Hoffman, perhaps because her association with Barnabas had been uniquely closer
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than to his cousins, had not expected any gifts. Yet she surmised to herself that not only was Keats’
volume Josette’s favorite but that it had actually belonged to her. Perhaps, as a cruel gesture, Josette
had placed it in Barnabas’ coffin, thus explaining its well preserve condition.
After that Christmas Eve visit, Julia Hoffman and Barnabas Collins rode together in the sleigh.
He will be dropped off at Widow’s Hill and Julia will ride on home to Collinsport.
“I once visited London during Christmas,” Barnabas began, remembering an incident not so
distant in his memory, but more than a hundred years before. “Christmas was celebrated differently
then. Poor children would knock on the doors of the wealthy asking for alms. In the spirit of the season, the wealthy would give them money and gifts. If they didn’t give them alms, the children would
play pranks on them for being stingy.”
The ironies began to pile up in Julia’s mind. It occurred to her that Barnabas, in the hiatus of
the grave, had never heard of Charles Dickens.
“It sounds more like Halloween,” she commented. The irony is lost to Barnabas who continued, ignoring Julia’s mumbling interjection.
“Had I not been thinking of myself,” Barnabas mused looking far off into winter’s night,
“thinking I could possess Josette instead of tending to matters of my family, things may have turned
out differently. Now she’s all I can think about.”
Had it not been enough that Barnabas believed that Victoria Winters was lost in the amnesia
of the incarnated Josette? In Julia’s mind she knew. Had it not been for Josette’s curse, the man with
whom she had fallen in love would not be riding in that sleigh with her. She wanted to loop her arm
through his and snuggle close against the warmth but dared not.
									

Douglas Morea

ODE ON A SNOWFLAKE
Spirit, ah so lofty in its circling down.
Skyscraper bows deep to its lowest floor.
World runs uphill, but down-hill even more,
eternal evanescence for a crown?
Destiny’s wrought-iron is: make haste!
He loves me, says the bride’s dress, petals wept,
only hope and nostalgia be now kept—
soul sleeps tight in flesh lest wild ghost chaste.
Life held still is wishing on a star?
But whiteness melts to clarity at last.
Odd to spy tomorrow sharper than the past.
No matter; where we go, here we are.
We English speakers have the French to thank.
We finally reach our level after all,
Fist a perfect flake to have ourselves a ball:
our pure clear wines waft hurling at point blanc.
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e. jean lanyon

Delaware Poet Laureate Emeritas
on the death of a friend
this is the way it is –
the time of farewells,
the goodbyes
and emptying of shelves.
the hollow places left behind
filled only with ephemeral memories,
those wisps of air
that cannot
touch or be touched.
years that once appeared
formidably long
have spun by,
have seen the blossoming
and decay,
and counted the accomplishments
among the losses.
we are but visitors
on a journey we do not understand,
nor can we ever know
in what repository
the answers lie.
we are blessed with an ignorance
in our youth
that protects us.
it is only in our long years
that we become so aware
of the way it is –
and how we learn
not to count the number
of goodbyes.
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poison bones
it was not a good time
to be who he was
to be different
from his father’s dream
prejudice is an illness
carefully nurtured
with elements of ignorance
fear is the evil flower
that is not sweet
who would censor
a warbling bird?
and yet they turned their backs
no longer owned their son
he traveled far away
west coast his goal
where his own kind
born who they were lived free
the virus struck
and no one knew its name
or how many it would claim
all he wanted was love
his father called him
poison to the bone
when the time came
he asked two thing of his friends
cremation and his ashes
strewn in the pacific ocean
with the hope that
it purge his poison bones
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Dreams in Bloom
People do not mean anything
except they are means for currency.
Alive we enact our face
puffing out life with every mood and thought.
But in death the face lies sinking
in the black void of the coffin,
into dry skull and heavy dust in still and quiet dark.
In sleep our dreams are populated by faces
seen like none others in waking,
where strangers who appear familiar to us
seem caught in the limbo of our consciousness.
Are these the dead who enact our dreams,
wearing faces over which
once someone poured
out the ether of their love?
What lives they must have lived,
those who come to us in dreams.
There for us they are
in that place somewhere
between the dark grabbing hands
dragging you in
and the light taking you away,
caught in the mystery we are to ourselves.
Someday my face will be in someone else’s dream
a hundred years from now.
– Steven Leech	
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Driving a Drift, (1923).
Collection of the University of Arizona.

Illustration for The Explosives Engineer magazine,
January, 1941. Courtesy of Ashland Inc.

Illustration for The Paper Maker, 1943,
vol.12, no. 1. Courtesy of Ashland Inc.
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Drawing of Nancy (c1965). Collection of the author.

Poems by William D. White, William D. White Papers, Delaware Historical
Society, Wilmington, Delaware. All Rights Reserved. No reproduction
without express written permission. Image Credits: William D. White, Artist.
All Rights Reserved. No reproduction without express written permission.
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From those who bring you Dreamstreets, here are some more fine literary works:

Available from Amazon® or brokenturtlebooks.com

Douglas Morea

Franetta McMillian

Phillip Bannowsky

Steven Leech
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